
Sales Simplicity Merge-able Web Services 
Sales Simplicity is now offering a handful of new services that can populate your contract documents 
with data. These new services are more dynamic than simple text mail merge fields we’ve historically 
used and they’re not as restrictive as well. This document will step you through each of the new services 
and how to utilize them.  

Inserting a Logo 

Inserting a Detailed Deposit List 

Inserting a Detailed Incentive List 

Inserting a Stipulation 

All of these services will be inserted using Microsoft Word’s Dynamic Fields feature. This is done by 
pressing CTRL+F9. Microsoft fields are represented by curly braces with a grey background 

 

We’ll use this technique throughout this document. But we’ll also need to ensure that the document has 
been turned into a Sales Simplicity “Contract” document, as we’ll use the Merge Fields in conjunction 
with these new services. 

You will also need a Sales Simplicity data subscription GUID (Globally Universal Identifier). If you already 
have a GUID that you use for eLeads or one of our other services, you may use it here. If you don’t have 
one, or are not sure, contact support at support@salessimplicity.net and we will pass it on to you. 

Inserting a Logo 
To insert a logo you can use Word’s INCLUDEPICTURE function. 

1. Press CTRL+F9 
2. Type INCLUDEPICTURE "http://[your builder code].salessimplicity.net/Logo/index/ 
3. Your field should look similar to this 

 
4. Now click on the “pushpin” icon to insert a regular Merge Field 
5. Find DivisionID and click Insert 

 
6. Now close out the INCLUDEPICTURE function by typing close quotes " (You may need to click 

back on the document after clicking on the INSERT button to start typing again.) 
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7. Your field should now look similar to this 

 

Unfortunately, because the Word document is using sample data, you won’t be able to see results 
directly in Word.  But you’ll need to upload your document to Sales Simplicity and run it through a test 
customer. 

One thing to note is that the image size will remain the same as the size of the file you uploaded. 

If you would like to simply copy and paste after pressing CTRL+F9, here’s a sample to help you do that: 
INCLUDEPICTURE "http://livedemo.salessimplicity.net/Logo/index/327"  

Notes: 
The text livedemo is a sample builder, you’ll need to replace it with your builder code 
The 327 above is a sample division ID, you’ll need to replace it with the merge field 

Inserting a Detailed Deposit List 
If you need a table/grid with detailed information about deposits you have scheduled and received from 
a customer, you can use Word’s INCLUDETEXT function to insert a table with this information. Fields 
listed are Date Due, Date Paid, Payment Type, Check Number, Amount, and Deposit Category, with a 
total at the bottom. 

1. Press CTRL+F9 
2. Type INCLUDETEXT 

“http://salessimplicity.net/ssnet2/svcReports/Reports.asmx/GetDepositsInHTML?SubscriptionG
UID= 

3. Then enter your Subscription GUID 
4. Your field should look similar to this 

 
5. Next type &ClientID= 
6. Now click the pushpin icon to insert a Sales Simplicity Merge Field 
7. Find ClientID and click Insert 

 
8. Now close out the INCLUDETEXT function by typing close quotes " (You may need to click back 

on the document after clicking on the INSERT button to start typing again.) 
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9. Your field should now look similar to this 

  

Unfortunately, because the Word document is using sample data, you won’t be able to see results 
directly in Word.  But you’ll need to upload your document to Sales Simplicity and run it through a test 
customer. 

If you would like to simply copy and paste after pressing CTRL+F9, here’s a sample to help you do that: 
INCLUDETEXT 
"http://salessimplicity.net/ssnet2/svcReports/Reports.asmx/GetDepositsInHTML?SubscriptionGUID=7
3B81C50-E115-4C46-90D4-7B127EC25863&ClientID=1562143"  

Notes: 
-The GUID is a sample subscription, you’ll need to replace it with your Subscription GUID 
-The 1562143 above is a sample Customer ID, you’ll need to replace it with the merge field 
-There is no carriage return between the INCLUDETEXT and the ", just a space, the text is 
wrapping 

 

Inserting a Detailed Incentive List 
If you need a table/grid with detailed information about incentives you have entered for a customer, 
you can use Word’s INCLUDETEXT function to insert a table with this information. Fields listed are the 
Incentive Description and the Amount, with a total at the bottom. 

1. Press CTRL+F9 
2. Type INCLUDETEXT 

“http://salessimplicity.net/ssnet2/svcReports/Reports.asmx/GetIncentivesHTML?SubscriptionG
UID= 

3. Then enter your Subscription GUID 
4. Your field should look similar to this 

   
5. Next type &ClientID= 
6. Now click the pushpin icon to insert a regular Merge Field 
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7. Find ClientID and click Insert 

 
8. Now close out the INCLUDETEXT function by typing close quotes " (You may need to click back 

on the document after clicking on the INSERT button to start typing again.) 
9. Your field should now look similar to this 

  

Unfortunately, because the Word document is using sample data, you won’t be able to see results 
directly in Word.  But you’ll need to upload your document to Sales Simplicity and run it through a test 
customer. 

If you would like to simply copy and paste after pressing CTRL+F9, here’s a sample to help you do that: 
INCLUDETEXT 
"http://salessimplicity.net/ssnet2/svcReports/Reports.asmx/GetIncentivesHTML?SubscriptionGUID=7
3B81C50-E115-4C46-90D4-7B127EC25863&ClientID=1562143"  

Notes: 
-The GUID is a sample subscription, you’ll need to replace it with your Subscription GUID 
-The 1562143 above is a sample Customer ID, you’ll need to replace it with the merge field 
-There is no carriage return between the INCLUDETEXT and the ", just a space, the text is 
wrapping 

 

Inserting a Stipulation 
If you need to insert the text of the stipulations from a specific category, you can use Word’s 
INCLUDETEXT function to insert the text from the stipulations of a desired category. 

1. Press CTRL+F9 
2. Type INCLUDETEXT 

“http://salessimplicity.net/ssnet2/svcReports/Reports.asmx/GetStipsByCatInHTML?Subscription
GUID= 

3. Then enter your Subscription GUID 
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4. Your field should look similar to this 

   
5. Next type &ClientID= 
6. Now click the pushpin icon to insert a regular Merge Field 
7. Find ClientID and click Insert 

 
8. Your field should now look similar to this 

  
9. Next type &Category= 
10. Then enter the name of the Stipulation Category you want to merge in (spaces are ok) 
11. Now close out the INCLUDETEXT function by typing close quotes " (You may need to click back 

on the document after clicking on the INSERT button to start typing again.) 
12. To keep the formatting of the merged text the same as the text that precedes it in the 

document, add the following text after the quotation marks  
\* MERGEFORMAT 

13. Your field should now look similar to this 

  

Unfortunately, because the Word document is using sample data, you won’t be able to see results 
directly in Word.  But you’ll need to upload your document to Sales Simplicity and run it through a test 
customer. 
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If you would like to simply copy and paste after pressing CTRL+F9, here’s a sample to help you do that: 
INCLUDETEXT 
"http://salessimplicity.net/ssnet2/svcReports/Reports.asmx/GetStipsByCatInHTML?SubscriptionGUID
=73B81C50-E115-4C46-90D4-7B127EC25863&ClientID=1562143&Category=Listing Agent Fax" \* 
MERGEFORMAT 

Notes: 
-The GUID is a sample subscription, you’ll need to replace it with your Subscription GUID 
-The 1562143 above is a sample Customer ID, you’ll need to replace it with the merge field 
-The text “Listing Agent Fax” above is a sample category, you’ll need to replace it as well 
-There is no carriage return between the INCLUDETEXT and the ", just a space, the text is 
wrapping 
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